LEARNX.CA PDF RESOURCES
High quality at low cost: mathematics, coding,
making, science & AI education.
20% discount for bundle of all 43 resources:
$435 / school
Website: LearnX.ca

Contact: info@LearnX.ca

“This looks pretty awesome!
Thanks to you all for supporting
teachers!”
“Check these out. Resources are
amazing. Straightforward, easy to
follow, and you’ll learn along with
your students!”
“Great resources to take back to
our class communities.”
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MATH + CODING TEAMS, gr. 6-10

$9 / teacher
$29 / school

• Book A: Teacher Resource (120 pages). Contains: Student
Tasks & Teacher Notes (and solutions).

• Book B: Student Tasks (56 pages).
• Collaborative team activities
• Extension or enrichment activities
• Starting points for project-based learning
• Low oor & high ceiling design
• Conceptual surprises & insights

MATH LESSONS COLLECTION, gr. 6-10
•
•
•
•

Low oor & high ceiling design
Historical contexts
Coding extensions
Conceptual surprises & insights
$9 / teacher
$19 / school

$9 / teacher
$19 / school

120 pages

104 pages

• Teacher Notes
• Student Tasks
• Solutions

$9 / teacher
$19 / school

Get all 4:
$29 / teacher
$89 / school

$9 / teacher
$19 / school

•
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82 pages

59 pages
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MATH + CODING STORIES, gr. K +

A retelling of Hansel and Gretel. A story
about colour patterns that repeat.
Each story page has a question to
prompt reflection & discussion.
Story comes with Hands-on Activities +
a Coding App. 29 pages. Gr. K+

Get both stories:
$9 / teacher
$29 / school

A story about Symmetry.
Each story page has a question to prompt
reflection & discussion.
Story comes with Hands-on Activities + 3
Coding Apps. 27 pages. Gr. 3+
Investigate symmetry as a transformation!
Imagine the 4 rotation symmetries of the
square in a sandbox, moving & bumping into
one another, and applying their rotations to
one another. What will happen?

See Gr. 1-3 Lesson Study
At mkn-rcm.ca/repeating-patterns

+ a Wonder Workshop
At learnx.ca/symmetry

LearnX.ca
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MATH TIME TRAVEL STORIES, gr. 4 +
• Mathematics in historical contexts.
• Molly and Alexander travel back in time in search of their
grandfather, and meet mathematicians of the past.

Meet Rene Descartes
and learn about the
linking of geometry and
algebra. 34 pages. Gr. 6+

Meet Menelaus of
Alexandria, who studied
the properties of lines on a
sphere. 36 pages. Gr. 4+

Get all 3 stories:
$15 / teacher
$49 / school

Meet the Sumerians, who
invented what we today
call the Pythagorean
theorem. 25 pages. Gr. 6+

Discover that parallel lines
can meet!

Hands-on
8 pages of hands-on
activities & coding
extensions.

LearnX.ca

Hands-on
Hands-on

Use Scratch to list &
plot Sumerian triples.

How many degrees in
a triangle on a sphere?
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MATH + CODING + MAKING, gr. 1-9

Get all 3 resources:
$29 / teacher
$89 / school

About Math + Making + Coding
• All 3 resources shown on the left
• All lessons in both English & French
• 346 pages
• With teacher notes and solutions
• Conceptually rich math contexts
• Hands-on coding and making tasks
• Coding lessons start with code that

works
• Most lessons t on a single page —

may be laminated for use in activity
centres
• Low oor, high ceiling design
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SCIENCE STORIES, gr. 4 +
In The New World, a sail boat bumps the Great
Pacific Plastic Dump. 21 pages. Gr. 3+

Get all 5 stories:
$19 / teacher
$59 / school

The story draws student attention to big ideas of
science by eliciting surprise: “There is a oating
plastic dump in the ocean that is the size of
Quebec?” "How did this happen?"
With a Sustainable Growth coding app.
The 3 Pigs use their knowledge of buoyancy &
relative density to help Wolf lift a heavy
stone. 18 pages. Gr. 2+
The story comes with a coding app where
students create science art based on how
relative density and buoyancy a ect the motion
of objects in various substances.
The Third Piggy was not fast or strong.
He could not lift heavy weights
like his brother could. He never
won races as his sister did.
Bullying awareness
This is also a story about
bullying. 20 pages. Gr. 4+

Fire is a story about friction and
about scienti c invention. 18 pages.
In autumn, Arda slipped in the creek
while carrying her clan’s re horn. It’s
now winter and the clan is trying to
survive without heat. Gr. 3+
This a story about Arda and Orta learning
to spear sh, but keep missing the sh
swimming in the river. 20 pages. Gr. 3+
Refraction They notice their spears
appear to be broken in the water. How
could that be?

Then Arda remembers sledding in the snow.
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Get all 6 stories:
$19 / teacher
$59 / school

AI STORIES, gr. 4 +
Meehaneeto investigates issues of
privacy, ethics and democracy.
A wall has separated the Eleuseeto
from the Meehaneeto for many,
many centuries.
But the Meehanneeto are back!
With re ection & discussion
questions.
68 pages. Gr. 6+

How would life
change if you had a
live-in robot that
served as friend,
teacher and
protector?
Meet Robbie!
18 pages. Gr. 4+

What is
predictive AI?
What is its role in
our society?
What are issues
to consider?
22 pages. Gr. 7+

Katie’s mom dies in an accident.
But mom’s mind is still alive,
digitally.
What should Katie do?
And how does the world deal
with a human mind on the
Internet? 110 pages. Gr. 7+

What might happen if
agbots (agricultural robots)
develop AI?
38 pages. Gr. 6+
Comes with a coding app.

Prequel to Meehaneeto.
Issues of privacy in
today’s digital world.
The ending will surprise
you! 34 pages. Gr. 6+
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Get all 19 stories:
$45 / teacher
$145 / school

19 MATH STORIES, gr. K-8

Each story comes in English, French & Spanish.
Learn math + learn a language.
With a focus on big math ideas, conceptual understanding, and a low oor + high
ceiling approach.
With lesson plans, instructional strategies and coding extensions. 650 pages.
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